
From: Emil Abraham >  
Sent: Saturday, June 1, 2024 8:56 AM 
To: , Public Works <Public.Works@mountainview.gov> 
Subject: 5.1 Personal Delivery Device Program Update CTC June 4, 2024 

 

Councilmembers, 

 

I'm all for businesses working with the city. Some of the best public infrastructure in our city can be 
contributed to our relationship with businesses such as Google. We should use this as an opportunity for 
this business to leave a lasting, positive impact on Mountain View. What if we ask for the following: 

1. Operating only on sidewalks/paths where there is ample space for the robot and a 
bicyclist/pedestrian/stroller/wheelchair to be side by side. 

2. If they wish to operate on sidewalks/paths that don't meet the criteria mentioned in 1, perhaps 
they could help the city by providing design modifications for those paths to allow for that 
space. 

3. If they aren't able to accomplish the criteria in 2, perhaps they could contribute to a city fund 
that would directly help the city to accomplish the criteria in 2. 

This way, it feels more like a 2-way relationship. 

 

Emil Abraham 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Lada Adamic >  
Sent: Sunday, June 2, 2024 3:10 AM 
To: , Public Works <Public.Works@mountainview.gov> 
Subject: public comment on CTC meeting June 4, 2024 Item 5.1 PDD program update 

Dear CTC, 

I am a member of the BPAC (and have made a very similar comment in that context) but would 
like to comment again as an individual on the lack of fair framing of benefits/costs and lack of 
intent to study impact to active transportation in Mountain View. 

One of the candidate companies wishes to deploy delivery bots in bike lanes that are the size of 
airline beverage carts. I'd like to make an analogy. 

Let's say, hypothetically, that an airline has a new PDD pilot program to have robot snack and 
beverage carts go up and down the aisles delivering items that passengers have ordered via 
their devices. This is framed as "economic development vs. passenger safety".  If passengers 
have an issue with the carts, there is a phone number on the cart that they can call to learn 
more about the cart. The metrics that will be collected: how many trips do the carts make, what 
is the CO2 impact, any passenger injuries due to the carts.  

Metrics that will not be collected: what was the passenger experience of trying to use the aisles 
while the bots were deployed? Did they delay going to the bathroom? Did they opt to not get 
up to stretch their legs on a long flight? Did they have to wait to get back to their seat until the 
robot was done making the delivery? 

At the end of the pilot, the program is declared a success! The number of items sold was 
counted, and there was only a single injury due to a passenger backing into a cart. Few 
passengers remembered to write down the phone number and call once they landed, very few 
concerns were registered via customer complaint forms, so clearly there were no issues. 

This does not seem that different from the way the city has been framing and operating the 
PDD pilot. 

Does this seem OK? To me it does not. Maybe, who knows, these airline bots would be great. 
But I don't think the way the hypothetical airline evaluated the pilot was adequate to make that 
determination. 

I think the pilot program must include surveying users who experience having to share the 
facilities with the bots. If people don't like walking and biking as much when robots are in the 
way, then we need to know this and make it part of the evaluation for whether to continue the 
program. 

 



I think the program should not proceed until a survey plan is put in place, preferably by 
consulting relevant community groups, e.g. SVBC in the case of bots that will use bike lanes. 

 

I also think that framing the benefit as "economic development" vs. the cost as "pedestrian 
safety" sets the evaluation up to favor PDDs in all cases unless they cause actual physical harm 
and to be economically positive if any orders are delivered, no matter the actual economic 
impact. We might imagine that the PDDs will benefit local businesses, but they might decrease 
foot and bike traffic to retail areas by incentivizing staying at home (which was their selling 
point during the covid lockdowns). The bike-lane PDDs also have a bigger delivery radius, 
meaning that they could load up goods at ghost kitchens or grocery warehousing facilities, 
which could be cheaper than what local markets or restaurants could offer, thus taking away 
the business of the latter. Given the uncertainty of positive effect, "economic impact" may be 
more accurate than "economic development". 

On the "pedestrian safety" end of things, I think it needs to more broadly include the city's 
active transportation goals in the balance.  

Delivering medication via bots is also ambiguously beneficial. Home-bound seniors may benefit 
from the brief social interaction of having their medication delivered by a human who says 
"hello." 

I can see why companies are pushing for being able to deploy these bots, and it may end up 
making sense in cost, environmental impact, and convenience. But since one could also expect 
the PDDs to affect the utility of our active transportation infrastructure for everyone, which 
also affects cost, environmental impact, and convenience,  the benefits and costs should be 
accurately measured. I don't see the program doing this in its current form. 

With our on-street bike infrastructure just now getting some all-ages and abilities facilities 
added to main corridors (El Camino and California St) I think it would be a shame if the city 
inadvertently allowed people to be discouraged from using them by not doing a fair assessment 
during the pilot of whether people decided to avoid them due to bots.  

 

Thanks for reading! 

 

 

 

 

 




